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Mo(ve)ments
The road that you call your thinking slaloms.
There is but waiting and more waiting and then it all becomes clear what you are to do. A
decision. But not so absolutely hard as to ever pierce the deeper form of skin some call “soul.”
Rubber spearhead. Motion run by simple parts. Rudimentary, shoddy. Like so many makeshift
strings, tawny and tearing, and giving way your mind’s bivouac to that greater earth of things
the wind carries. So that the movement you designate can never be definite. Dare you to make
anything definite.
You say you go here. And I have not been to Barcelona with you, but I do know they say that
every town’s the same. It’s just the bars have different names and the food is a little more or
less spicy. And the people wear a different cut of cloth. They say words that we don’t have.
Meanings for their contexts. Traditions other than ours. That makes for somehow a bigger deal.
As if something different means something greater. Define those values.
A friend of mine said once that there was nothing much to a different city but the way the
buildings looked, and that a city was just blocks upon blocks spreading out like rain-soaked web,
thick and slogging. That it was concrete and steel that went upwards and like so many broken
fingers stretching out at the sky and scratching at it to come down. Somehow it all privileged
to designate one spot on the earth as a place.
But the cultures, you say. So many new things and all waiting for me there. But what more is
there to wait for than what you already have in front of you? I am not a bouncing ball. My
heart can’t take much more of your fleeting eyes. Nor the empty slake. You have never told me
of the thing that carried down inside you has made airplanes seem as nothing but exit doors
and China a hiking excursion. One time in history, an eight-mile train seemed revolutionary.
Hard to say if access has created a deeper drive to fulfill itself or has some other part of us
all gone missing?
If your memory stains it stains at every point of the body leaving. One might think. But it
stains sooner. Because you are always gone before you arrive and your arrival and the living
of the moment is always the memories you carry with you. Conceptions of future dictate this.
To some degree.
And that road. I have not forgotten it. That is your thinking. And no road ever wears more than
when it is walked too much. Your mind, a road. The body becoming more like the movement.
Physically you change. You are that blur caught on camera. The face in the photo behind all
the other smiling faces. “Whatever happened to her?” they ask, pointing to a smudge the size
of a baby’s thumbprint, your countenance.
“Not sure. She never wrote me back.”
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J. Scott Brownlee
Mockingbird

You must know everything I think, simple ventriloquist.
For a thousand days you have been singing to me,
and I still believe it. I have heard you call crow,
then hoot-owl, then brown dove in succession:
and each of their songs convinced me. I believe
in your false singing (always singing). You remind me
that joy has a sadness in it I am able to name.
You remind me the preacher’s resurrection-talk is sad,
even with its promise—and that the congregation needs it
more than me. I’ve conjured up every voice in this town,
mockingbird. Reward me with the music of it
I could not comprehend before you sang to me
through the space between shadow-tinged tree-line
and light. Your voice needs no logic. It is pure mimicry.
And yet, inside it there is more truth than you’ll ever know.
While other people pray to God for their answers, bird—
you’ve become my evidence for the real outside me:
feathers pressed to my palms when I found you, once,
dead—pulling you from a patch of spear grass
where you lay—gray, I noticed, swollen—
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covered in fire ants. You were “there”
but not there, so I put you back down.
It seemed a crime to keep your body.
I kept your spirit. Evidence that you lived,
now, waits just outside me. I have held
your breath cupped in my hand like a match.
In the dark, I’ve struck it. In the light,
I’ve struck it. I’ve seen your song burning
the morning—with its new, nicotine quickness—
back awake, everything back awake: the sky,
the ground, the trees, the river, my reflection in the river—
all of it. After every exhale, there’s a music so brief
I cannot describe it: a faint kind of singing as small,
now, as you were—smoke continuing on and out
and up into the ether where it can’t be seen
between one blinking and the next,
one blinded vantage and the rest—
through the first light, flying.
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Joan Colby
What is Said

It is said
That lodge along the river
Buried in trees
A road so convoluted
A series of signs must point the way
Was a domain of Al Capone
In the old bootlegging days.
Now called “The Hideout”
Mob memorabilia,
Machine guns, fedoras, baseball bats,
Lounge singers
And bad cuisine.
It is said
The horse farm on the shaded country road
Formal stables
White board fencing,
Called “Family Affair”
Was built by Sam Giancana
For his horse-crazy daughter.
Local farmers tell of
Midnight gatherings, flotillas of black sedans,
Under the foundation of the arena
A number of vanished gangsters
And maybe Jimmy Hoffa.
Now it’s plotted
For suburban manses.
It is said
The late Si Jayne
Suspect in various murders
14

His brother, the young rider who turned the ignition.
Every unsolved or questionable conviction
Laid at his stable door. Those little boys,
The missing sisters, the Candy heiress.
His stable “Idle Hour”
Burned like his rivals’ barns. The farm
Down the road still harbors
Jumpers for a younger generation
Erasing the stain
Of what is said.
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Alisha Erin Hillam
Citrus Dusk

Shadowed clementines lie in a wooden
crate on the balcony. They are round
and ripe. Fingernails slice a rind and the peel
plops to the ground. Citrus fills the air, mingling
with cut grass in the summer night. The Dipper
dimly shines. He sits down next to me, white
teeth crushing clementines behind wet lips, brown
eyes tracing mine. We jump when the black dog
four doors down starts barking. He asks about
the Gate of Mercy, and I describe to him the valley
of Kidron—where the olive-colored brush creeps
from chinks in the ancient wall and sandy-white
sepulchers crowd and inch up the opposite hill, waiting
to laud their judgements. The security light flickers on
and we lean against the sliding glass door, rub the juice
off our hands, and read. Vayomru lo nelekh, he translates
from the Nevi’im, while I am reading Deuteronomy. Later
he’ll pull me to my feet—barefoot, ripped jeans—
and we’ll slow dance to the throb of the evening, warm
breath on my neck, strong hands on my back.
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Matt Wimberley
Raised Bed

I wanted to plant lilacs
in the backyard, so when
thunder spoke through
scattered cedar branches
and rallied on the chain link fence
the dark clouds would know
something good.
This is so the sky doesn’t
turn against itself. At night
when lightning clips through
blinds like an old film reel
and nails turn to smoke
in the floorboards I fall
asleep fast. Mornings
slip away like calendar
squares. I read we get
to wake up 25,000 times
if we’re lucky. After the storm
I sit at my table and watch
the neighbor’s dog
chase a robin into my yard.
In front of me coffee
and Philip Levine open
in the steam. At the end
of every book blank
pages wait like dares.
A half mile away crews
scrape through what’s
left of other’s homes.
How many of them
planted things unable
17

to shake off death? Funnels
pulled to the ground
heavy in bloom. They have
their season and it ends.
We have heartbeats.
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Serena Niesley
Solid (a detail)
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Liana Kapelke-Dale
Specimens

I.
in dreams last night
i painted your bones
with ancient dyes
watched the slow blush
deepen to the marrow
and put them out in the rain
until they dried
i thought about putting you in jars
the only hues among my bleached specimens
but instead gave you
to our turtles, trapped
in saltwater tanks
saw them gnaw
on your fingers, ribs, elbows
and watched as the paint on your bones
spread to their shells
in patterns that mirrored
your fingerprints, footsteps, DNA
II.
in rainless lightning
we stood on the sand
next to sleeping boxcars
watched the flashes of brilliance
reflect against the sky
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illuminating the trains, dormant
as though they had only paused
to rest on the beach
sightseeing
on their way to destinations
somewhere across the water
and in that moment of stillness
within the deafening chaos
we released the painted turtles into the ocean
watched as they swam beneath the waves
until a sweet rain started
and we turned away
III.
the skeletons walked in through my eyes
through my liquid corneas, irises, pupils
stains of blue blood
twisted around the bones
like patterns painted with fading watercolors
on brittle parchment
opaque ghosts of
turtles, frogs, fish
tinged with blue and green
settle within my organs
wait to be harvested
and preserved in clear glass jars
for a taste
of immortality
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Derek Gromadzki
Peregrine

We drink from cupped hands drink weather from water
and impossible airs of surface move through us with sounds like voices
—we the where where the wind goes home
guilty of spring and spring’s beginnings
unbound from the barley awn
pivot in range of thistle May our bowers be willow be moss be glen
anomy in these palmer’s steps
our shiver an aimless seeking owed to rowans
shuffles grit and turns through seasons ceding
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Christina Kapp
Snapshots

You noticed his hair first. It grew relentlessly in golden arrows that shot across
his face, obscuring one eye. This natural blinder never moved, even that last
day as he lurched across the neighbor’s living room, sweeping his arm across
the end table in a grope for the cat that stayed just out of reach. The animal
didn’t move, although inanimate objects flew into motion and glass shattered
on the floor. Too late I caught him by the arm and scolded him. The neighbor
fell to her knees over the shards splintered across a photo of her with her husband. It had been taken on their wedding day and they stood under an arbor,
their temples pressed together, a fringe of flowers around their heads.
“I’m so sorry,” I said.
These sorts of things happened.
Adam was: Adam was all sorts of things I didn’t say out loud in front of
him because I loved him. Adam was the perfect child somewhere beyond the
skin and hair and muscles and the forbidden gates of his pupils. His was an
intellect camouflaged in worldly chaos; he was the embodied conundrum of
being neither good nor evil but haphazard, as unpredictably predictable as the
scurrilous siblings, fate and free will. Even Satan was a child of God.
These are the things I think about in the silence as I look at his photo. It is
a beautiful photo of the two of us, temples pressed together as we sit on the
on the edge of the lake. Our skin is glowing from sweat and sunscreen and
beyond us is nothing but blue sky, eternal and infinite. It is not impossible to
imagine that we are floating in a bright, empty space, all alone. The photo is
lopsided, with my arm stretched out to take it from the farthest distance I can
reach, despite the two free hands outside the frame. These hands have no interest in my desire to record and remember. He claims neutrality, and although
we are alike enough—he has hands and fingers and feet just like me—he will
not come take this simple snapshot of a mother and son together, a child and
the woman who brought him into this world and taught him how to live in it.
I will always be his first teacher.
W-A-T-E-R.
He’s five and he can’t spell his name.
23

A-D-A-M.
I say it like the poetry it is. AY-dee-AY-am.
My will to teach can only do so much.
This photo is my favorite, because you don’t see the eight hundred dollars
in plane tickets or the bathing suits from Target or the ragged cliffs behind
us. You don’t see my other arm clenched around his skinny body, holding him
there. You don’t even see the fury of his father, the man beyond the camera
walking away, who the son will run to, despite my lessons.
S-T-A-Y.
H-E-R-E.
This is where I am I am not welcome. Where he goes I cannot go.
Yet I am still wedded. I am wedded not to the father, but to the son and his
one visible eye that I have stolen with the camera I held in my hand, and now
covet in the darkness of my empty apartment. It is a paralyzed omnipotence,
this snapshot, an instant’s clarity, a typical prophecy: The boy will run. Glass
will shatter. Moments will never be still. You know as well as I that this path
away is, of course and inevitably, only the beginning of his long road back to
me.
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John Walser
Menelaos

When I woke this morning, I didn’t think
anything was too strange: the way she held
her pillow in her sleep, crushed in a hug.
Sunlight broke like ice on the floor; the sky
so bright, it was washed of any color.
I took a walk along the stream, where water
at a bend sounds like clinking glasses, muffled
like coins in an empty pocket, a stone
kicked into veined brush. I let my feet soak
in the cold, barely noticing the distant
feel they began to have. Barn swallows flew
in sweeps of circles, chasing and darting,
tumbling from the sky, just catching themselves
before they spilled into the tall grass, wild
flowers that shimmered, brown, yellow, blue, red
voices twisting. The ground hard under my back—
but still comfortable—made me feel like I
was floating, my wax arms out to my sides,
air racing over my face, through my hair.
A dog rattled its chains, barked hollow, deep.
But I couldn’t see him. I closed my eyes,
certain that no day could ever match this.
My shoes in hand, almost dancing, I tried
to find a path without ruts and fallen
branches, without crags and rocks. On a log
I sat, brushed soil from the soles of my feet,
skin prickly red, indentations
like a message written in my flesh:
Turn home.
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M.E. Gallucci
Nowhere/Everywhere

Your eyes, cratered by flickers of light
inflated as the moon
the man in the moon
my man in the moon
dark, your eyes the color of
sticky and suffering asphalt,
fresh bubbling escapist
I stand upon
the asphalt—
the moon, your mirror,
emits light upon it
you’re gone
you’re nowhere
now that you’re gone
except in the
moon and the asphalt and
your voice in the trees
wail wail
how the leaves rustle against each other
whispering, “beautiful”
I can’t even remember if
you spoke the word
I believe because I’ve got this
pox in my brain that shouts
yes yes tender spot
ouch ouch don’t say that word and
I remember,
you looked so good in a tie and
you hated it
you’d never wear it if you didn’t have to
you were so young after all and
26

I’d always fear I was choking but
did you feel that way even without it?
the pebbles nestled in heavy tar, fighting to breathe,
beneath my feet, between my toes
burn into the skin, your sins
the flecked grain of dirt and sand
your hands
the heat wave of your grip and
you’re everywhere,
even gone
to catch a glimpse of you
the head tilts back and
the neck and spine
they weaken.
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Ira Joel Haber
Untitled
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Mercedes Lawry
I’m Not Telling You Anything You Don’t Already Know

Absent sun, glut of gray
in November frost, the barking dogs
clog up good intentions.
On the south side, children languish in blister dreams
to the tune of shattering glass. All manner
of plagues wait for incubation, click of claws
and broken teeth no substitute for chemical glory.
The known and the unknown, answers
that skirt the truth or pierce it.
Tomorrow we may still welcome the blood thump,
spreading our arms as if we’d grown wings
and could leave behind the lords of hunger and howl.
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Tom Bennitt
Here is What We Know

Cracks of lightning pierce the predawn quiet. Thunder rattles the ridges rimming the hollow. He wears overalls, steel toes, hard hat. Rubs his Celtic Cross
tattoo for safety and protection. The electric shuttle hums through coal dust
and sulfur stench. He gets out, walks to his work station. A low rumble—not
thunder, something more vile—bickers the dirt floor. Moments later, a blast.
He finds his crew. They creep through the dark tunnel toward the entrance, but
the smoke is too thick. Retreat. They erect a wall with boulders and concrete
blocks to keep out the bad air. Their canisters hold an hour’s worth of oxygen.
They spend the morning behind the wall. To kill time, some talk about what
they’ll do after getting rescued: go hunting, buy a fishing boat, take their families to Myrtle Beach. His mind drifts to Gina.
Outside, you know the drill: the town mobilizes, rumors are exchanged, friends
and family scramble to the church. Mine rescue teams and television crews
bolt to this tiny blip on their navigation devices, the signal dropping out in the
mountains.
The silver-haired CNN reporter looks into the camera and says, Good evening
from West Virginia. Here is what we know. Twelve miners are trapped in an underground
mine. Rescue teams have begun the search. Officials say lighting struck an electric cable running into the mine that triggered the blast. Others speculate a conveyer belt caught fire in a
high-methane area.
He wheezes and coughs. His head pinches, like it’s clamped in a vice. He hears
distant voices. The rescue team. He shouts for help. One rescuer hears him
and radios a message to the outside: I think they’re alive.
Word spreads like gasoline fire. Family members of the miners burst open the
church doors, hugging and screaming as the television cameras roll. The CNN
reporter goes back on the air: We have some incredible news. This is unconfirmed, but
30

we’ve just been told all twelve miners have been found alive. Stay tuned for updates. The
governor calls a press conference. Believe in miracles! he shouts into the microphones.
When the rescue team finally reaches him, he is gurgling and sputtering like
a boat engine. They load him into a helicopter bound for Pittsburgh Presbyterian Hospital. Less urgency with the others: they discuss whether to bring
them out on stretchers or in body bags.
State troopers herd the families back into the church like cattle. The mine
owner—button-down shirt, khakis, cowboy boots—stands at the altar: child
of God, repent. I’m afraid there’s been a terrible mistake, he says. We found all twelve,
but only one is alive. A baby starts to wail. A wife in the front row stands and approaches the mine owner. She lunges at him, her right hook missing wildly. She
collapses at his feet. Two officers pick her up and carry her out as her screams
fade.
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Jade Blackwater
Overheard From a Backseat

Each bucket carries two gallons
of sound. Within one circuit
two splashes portion half a lifetime.
Beware of sweet-talking spires. One
look in Lord Krishna’s mouth
means the world never spins the same way twice.
Trite is like biscuits and tea:
delightfully unfulfilling, vaguely berried
to the tongue, stomached as soon tasted.
In an old book on a dusty shelf, a warted
hooligan handwrites the answer key.
This section of the library is closed for maintenance.
Purchase a ticket to the longest track.
Wait but do not board the train until
last call breaks as dawn across wintering cornrows.
In the heat of the moment a voice
will step in and declare the scene a nuisance,
one word atop smoldering palaver.
This is the part where David wonders
how big Goliath’s manhood stands, locked
beneath so much asymmetric posturing.
Sometimes it is enough to know
nothing, to feel everything. Seldom
is too much worth only its weight in wicked.
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John Walser
Rosalind Dancing

When you Degas twirled, my clumsy,
rosette tennis shoe eyelets dull flashing
two in the morning Florence bar
how white wine drunk your untied laces, your arms
like ash whips made me.
Stalagmite beads stained your t-shirt
spine tingle typography, bone to exquisite bone.
A man like me sometimes is a scarred tree
the welts where verses had hung
upon hawthorns crusted and knobbed over.
But in our rented bed that night
your sleep’s steam heat ungartered the sky
unbuttoned the windows
dropped every bedside table coin
into a careless desolation.
The newswire photos show snow on the Duomo
a year to the day after we Uffizi roof sat
chianti like cold earth excavated, like dusk on our tongues.
Birds chased the orange sunset ache.
That week, in Basilica City, in the Province of Water
in the courtyard trickle near the conservatory
under a glass twist red balcony bound in silver
I listened to piano and violin practice
hidden in an open second story window.
They sometimes stopped as though music
were a gentle December breeze.
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Today though I am as tinny as the carousel toy piano music
the Christmas lights that afternoon dangle filtered
that piazza we walked through:
the Nigerians gathered on their shoulders, on their backs
their counterfeit purses in bedlinen satchels
as though the polizia really cared:
in the off-light Kodachrome of back-then			
the overcast of a low-watt bulb,
low-slung bed, Virgin blue pension
you crossleg sit, pillow sham propped
meditation posed: ouroboros of thumbs and index fingers,
tumbler of cheap white winter sun I bought just for you
balanced on your knee:
we slept that next morning as late
as an Italian winter allowed:
How is it I can’t recall, memory bound by wire,
the taste of your waking skin?
How is it the next collarbone I bruised-fruit mark
will not be yours?
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Brendan Lynaugh
A Play for Tamara

“It’s graphic,” she said. “So be prepared.”
She’d mentioned the experimental nature of the theatre company when
inviting him to her play’s closing weekend a week before.
“It’s a re-imagining of the traditional Phaedre story. But it tries to be shocking,” she said, wrinkling her nose to illustrate disapproval. “It starts with Hippolytus jerking off into a white sock.”
“That would shock me,” he said.
“I bet it would.”
This seemed to be flirting, but was she also being serious? He’d spent most
of the sweaty, three-hour drive from his parent’s McMansion in New Jersey
thinking about her last email; her roommates would be in Montreal this weekend, she’d written, so it would be a perfect time for him to come.
He wanted to continue their banter, but froze, worried she thought him a
prude. A black cat circled the coffee table, its tail cartoonishly frizzed.
“Cute cat,” he said.
“Your allergies,” she said, almost motherly. She twisted a thread of her
black, springy hair. “We can totally share my bed if you want?”
He blinked. Compared to her dark, suntanned skin, the lighter shade visible
beneath her loose fitting white tank-top seemed bright and pure, as if highlighted by stage lights. He’d come to see her because of their history, because
maintaining friendship was important, but he knew that wasn’t the whole truth.
“The couch will be fine.” He felt foolish and tried to catch his breath.
She lifted an eyebrow. “I don’t let the cats in my room.”
He couldn’t change his mind now. Maybe later, after drinks, it wouldn’t feel
so strange; maybe then, sharing a bed would feel natural and expected. This
conversation would be revealed as deft foreshadowing—a bed mentioned in
the first act must later be shared. He knew now this had been his secret hope—
and one that had more than a flicker of possibility—since she first emailed to
congratulate him on graduating college.
“Let’s put your stuff up there anyway,” she said, grabbing his bag.
Perhaps, something could be salvaged. Back as a sophomore working stage35

crew, he’d first admired her from the wings of the theater. Now she was an old
friend, and spending time with her made him feel more mature than he had
all summer.
The stairs creaked beneath their feet and he admired the curve of her calf
muscles as she ascended. His own steps felt clumsy, lumbering. The ornate,
mahogany handrail made him think there should be antique oil paintings along
the wall, maybe portraits of former landowners instead of peeling, white paint.
But this was her place, not a sprawling suburban mansion, and he wanted to
enjoy the simplicity. But she might still be funded by her parents. Would that
make all of this less authentic?
Her room looked like an oversized closet. It wasn’t just the small size,
shrunk further by the queen-sized bed with tangled sheets, but also, instead of
dressers or an actual closet, she had set up cement blocks and wooden planks
to create a space for her clothes.
“Maybe I am living like a hippie,” she said, resigned, following his gaze to
her makeshift bureau.
“I think it’s the dream-catcher that really gives people the wrong idea.”
“Shut up, Darrell,” she said, punching his shoulder.
“Or your incense.” He sniffed dramatically, emboldened by her touch. “Do
I smell patchouli?”
She crossed her arms and he worried he’d gone too far. She’d explained late
one night in a playground, back in high school, that she hated being called a
hippie because of the negative connotations; the lack of hygiene, assumptions
of free-love and the indication that she might be ‘easy.’ “I just like my hair
long,” she’d said. Her convictions had impressed him and he’d assured her the
stereotypes didn’t apply, but couldn’t stop from teasing; treading the thin line
between being charming and obnoxious was how he flirted.
“It’s a cool room,” he said, and dropped his bag.
“I have some pot, too,” she said. “Later, if you’re interested?”
He brushed the hair along the side of his head. The few times he’d smoked
with her over breaks, she’d acted really silly, annoying him with her nonsensical
word association games. She seemed to know far too well how cute she was.
“Is this where you’ll live senior year?” he asked. He wanted to be able to
visualize her day-to-day activities if she emailed or called. He liked the idea of
long-distance unrequited love. The undertones in their correspondence might
return him from Europe sooner than planned, or create a spring break rendezvous in London or Paris. But she told him no, she’d live on the other side of
campus with different roommates.
The photographs paper-clipped to hanging string were black-and-white
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landscapes and unfamiliar. She’d never mentioned an interest in photography.
Were these the work of a new love interest? Half-way to forming what he
hoped would be an innocent question, he heard her say, as if repeating, “Darrell, honey. I need to change if we’re going to have dinner.”
He stumbled into the hallway. Her door swung closed, and he wondered if
he’d missed a cue. The stairs creaked louder beneath him, and without Tamara
the whole first floor looked dirty and tainted.
Sitting on the plaid yellow couch, the stale odor of cigarettes and pot triggered allergies. Three cats lounged; two stretched on a sunspot on the shag
carpeting, one perched on a windowsill, a black paw draped toward the floor.
It would be hard to sleep here. Why had he said no to her bed? He flipped
through the entertainment magazines. Loose-leaf papers with hand-written
play scenes lay on the table. They reminded him of high school, when he’d
written her love poems. “Does this mean you want to date?” she’d asked. The
day after he’d given her the poems, she told him how flattered she was, but
didn’t see them becoming boyfriend-girlfriend. His friendship meant a lot to
her, she said, and she hoped they could still be friends. Two weeks later, he saw
her walking across the soccer field with Matt, star basketball player, occasional
actor/singer and mutual friend. They were a couple by the weekend. Yet, Darrell’s friendship with Tamara continued. After a month of awkwardness, they
fell back into their routine of reading at the library and carpooling to friends
for movie and diner nights.
He never had a girlfriend in high school. But in college, everything changed.
He made friends, went to parties, drank, and discovered girls were interested
in him. “You just have to talk to them,” he said to his new best friend in their
dorm bathroom, as if he’d unlocked a mystery. By the end of the first month,
after several hook-ups, he began to consider himself something of a Lothario.
He realized that when he’d tried to ask Tamara out back in high school, he’d
expected her to say no, and that had been the problem. Like so many girls, she
went for confident guys.
Over breaks in college, he’d hoped she’d perceive the change, see him as
newly comfortable with himself, and maybe she did. But she had a boyfriend
her senior year of high school and freshman year she started dating a guy from
New York City who was into raves and wore pants so baggy Darrell nicknamed him Aladdin. But there hadn’t been anyone serious this year.
She appeared beside him in a blue-and-gold dress, an outfit suited for a Bollywood star. A stuffed canvas bag hung over her shoulder. She was to go to the
theater after dinner.
He patted the pockets of his khakis to confirm the existence of his wallet,
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keys and cell phone, and grabbed his book, a collection of essays on Existentialism he felt he should enjoy reading. It wasn’t just a prop to convey an image other than rich kid on his way to law school. He wanted to be seen as an
intellectual, a liberal thinker. His parents read legal briefs and airplane novels.
“Do I look okay?” he said.
She turned, heading out the door, and said in an English accent over her
shoulder. “Quite. You look dashing, darling.”
*
He felt exposed by the lack of diners at the restaurant, like the two of them
shouldn’t be on a date. And he didn’t really like sushi, but preferred having
sophisticated friends like Tamara think he did. It wasn’t that bad. Some of the
special rolls could be good. Relax, he told himself. This visit was going well.
They’d have a nice dinner, he’d enjoy the play and be sure to compliment her,
and after drinking, they’d come home together to her place.
“I’ve started seeing someone,” she said and folded her hands beneath her
chin. “I don’t think I told you.”
He tried to hold his face perfectly still.
“No. I don’t think you mentioned it.”
“His name is John. He just graduated, but is staying here for the summer
before moving to San Francisco. He got a great job as a programmer.”
“He’s my age,” Darrell said, thinking out loud. “And it’s just for the summer,
then?”
She looked down. “Probably.”
The server handed them menus and filled their glasses with ice water. “So a
dragon roll?” Darrell said when the server left. She’d mentioned that was her
favorite.
“John moves in August. Six weeks from today. We haven’t really talked
about what we’ll do.” She kept looking at her menu.
He tried to keep his voice hopeful and only suggestive that they surely
couldn’t be staying together. “Long distance your senior year?”
“I know,” she said, and her eyes looked up like a 50s movie star. “We met
at an Ultimate Frisbee party.” She went on about how adorably shy he was
when he asked to talk and then later, to dance, and how back in his room he
confessed he’d been thinking about her for months. Darrell knew she loved
finding out guys had been thinking about her, but couldn’t be sure whether she
knew he still thought about her. “I told him I thought he was cute too.” She
kept talking, not missing a line when the server came for their order. She went
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on about how kind John was, how good he was with computers and martial
arts. “I’ve been going to the classes he helps teach. He’s a second-degree black
belt in tae-kwon-do.”
When she talked, she constantly pulled and released curled strands of her
hair. He’d once found this gesture charming and hated the strong possibility
that he’d found it (and therefore her) charming only because of the possibility
of physical love.
“What about you?” she said. “Tell me about graduating.” She paused to let
him speak, but before he could start, she said, “It’s so cool to see you again.
No one else has come to visit.”
He talked about his plans to move abroad.
“I’m so jealous,” she said. “I can totally see you, writing poetry in hip cafes.
Maybe buying a beret?” He liked when she teased. He liked when girls made
him feel younger, less serious.
The food arrived. “Will John be there tonight?”
“No,” she said. “He’s visiting his parents for the weekend. His little sister
is graduating high school tomorrow. I wish you could meet. You’d get along
really well,” she said. “I just know it.”
“That’s too bad,” he said. “And that he’s moving away.” When she didn’t
respond, he took his first bite, remembering to put just a little wasabi in his
dish of soy sauce. He concentrated to avoid dropping sushi on his oxford
shirt, sleeves rolled up.
“Do you like it?” she said after he’d eaten a few pieces.
“Delicious,” he said, though it was only the sauce that tasted good.
“I knew you’d love it,” she said in a self-satisfied way that reminded him of
her other annoying habits. How melodramatic she was. And all the time she
spent talking about theatre, as if there was something intrinsically wonderful
about the whole process, as if the actors weren’t mostly self-absorbed jerks.
If she didn’t have such big eyes and bouncy hair would he even like her? He
couldn’t date her, could he? Probably better she had a boyfriend.
Her high school relationship with Matt, the pretty-boy actor and point
guard, had been perpetual drama. The day after they broke up, she’d called
Darrell. He’d been home for Christmas break, and that night, at an elementary
school playground, shivering in their winter coats, she’d cried on the swing set.
After he comforted her, she confessed hating being considered a hippie.
“I almost forgot,” she said. “I told you how experimental this play is. When
it ends, sometimes the audience forgets what to do.” He looked at her, confused. “The program says in the final scene that the stage lights go down and
you’re just supposed to leave. But sometimes people just sit in the dark.”
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“They’re used to waiting for a curtain?” he asked. This sounded stupid.
“Exactly,” she said. “Can you make sure to get up? You’ll know it’s the last
scene because I’ll be lying on the ground, naked.”
“Naked?” Again, he tried to hold his face still.
“I didn’t tell you? Good God.” She looked him in the eye. “I get raped in
the final scene.” She took a second to compose herself. “I know the actor. He’s
a great guy. But it was so hard to rehearse this.” She picked at a piece of sushi
with her chopsticks. “He’s so brutal,” she said. “And he’s supposed to be, of
course. But I wish he would just say something to me afterward, or touch my
shoulder. Some gesture to make sure I’m okay.”
Darrell thought the actor probably had no idea he was supposed to comfort
her. It was pretend after all.
“It’s hard, emotionally. I’m on my knees, in this vulnerable position, being
treated as less than human. It would be nice for him to acknowledge that.”
Darrell couldn’t help picturing her naked in bed, crawling toward him. “You
want that?” He motioned toward the last piece of Dragon roll, trying to put
aside any sexual thoughts. If one day, she realized how much better he’d be
than any of her other boyfriends, and they shared a late night kiss, he didn’t
want crude and distasteful thoughts coloring his memory. College friends had
confided dirty, kinky things they’d done with serious girlfriends, girls they truly
loved, but Darrell didn’t see how this was possible. You had one kind of sex
with hook-ups, another with girls you had real feelings for.
“He probably just doesn’t realize how hard it is for me,” she said.
Darrell rubbed the back of his head. Had listening to each other complain
been the sole basis of their friendship? But he did want to be there for her. If
they’d been using each other all these years, so be it.
*
“It was good,” he said, again. He’d congratulated her afterward, but the cast
had quickly engulfed them en route to the bar. After several round of drinks, a
second bar, last call and pizza, they’d walked home. “And you were great,” he
remembered to say.
“Thanks, sweetie,” she said, and bringing two glasses of water, joined him
on the couch. Smears of her stage make-up framed the edges of her face. “But
did you really like it?” She handed him a glass of water and sat close.
“It wasn’t my favorite,” he conceded. Her eager look gave him permission
to divulge. “It seemed experimental for its own sake. There’s a reason sex and
violence have traditionally taken place off stage,” he continued, sounding like
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he was reciting a lecture. She readjusted her seat on the couch. He couldn’t
tell if she had purposefully moved only inches away. Girls who sat this close
to him late at night generally wanted to kiss. But this was different, this was
Tamara.
She hadn’t appeared until the end of the second scene. The play was set in
modern times with characters carrying cell phones and handguns, but wearing
ancient clothes. He’d found her more attractive than ever in her white Grecian
dress, her hair straight and falling past her shoulders. Aside from ending up
with her clothes off, she didn’t have a big part.
“Was it hard for you?” he said. She tilted her head, her eyes daring him to
speak. He swallowed. “At the end?”
She put down her water, taking a moment to compose herself. “I handled
it,” she said, satisfied.
Growing annoyed with her, he said, “This kind of looks like the stage. With
the couch and TV.”
“What kind of debauchery do you think occurs here?” she said, joking.
They were so close. He could imagine wrapping his arm around her waist,
pulling her tight, what her body would feel like beneath him, how he’d lightly
touch her shoulder. If they slept together or fooled around he wouldn’t feel
empty afterward. “What did you think of the cast?” she asked. He told her he
thought they were fine. She laughed, letting her hand brush against his knee.
“They’re ridiculous. Trust me. I know.”
He pursed his lips. He wished he could let his hand naturally brush her leg
as he said something, but feared any touch would seem creepy.
“I like them, though,” she said. “Good people.”
He blandly agreed. The actors hadn’t seemed so different from their characters. Camille, had maintained Phaedra’s sexual desperation when the guys she’d
been playing pool with left without asking for her number, and Greg, who’d
played Hippolytus, had been just as disaffected discussing French film. Darrell
was pretty sure Greg was gay too, and while his rape of Tamara looked real, he
couldn’t see how it’d upset her.
“No,” Tamara said, when he asked if she agreed about any of this. “Why?”
He started to say, but then stopped. Why was she getting upset? “Do you think
I’m just a symbol of innocence?” she said.
“I wasn’t talking about you,” he said “You seem different.” He stopped himself, realizing she might not like what he’d been about to say—that at times,
yes, she did embody if not innocence, a feeling of renewal or purity.
She pressed her lips together and urged him to continue.
“I couldn’t tell with the others because I don’t know them,” he finally said.
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She looked horrified.“Oh my God,” she said, thrusting her hand to her
mouth. “I forgot to call John.”
Darrell tried to figure out something to say. If only John didn’t exist.
“I have to call him,” she said, apologetic, her hand thrust into her purse.
She retreated to the kitchen. At first, he tried not to listen. John must not have
been happy it’d taken her so long to call. She described the night. He wondered
if John knew he was staying here. She never mentioned it and they didn’t talk
long. He hoped these were good signs.
She said goodbye too softly for Darrell to hear and sat on the couch, though
not as close as before. They each took sips of water and he tried to think of
something to say. If only his allergies would act up. If he sneezed or had red
eyes he could naturally ask if her offer still stood. But he felt fine, not even
congested.
She put her hand to her mouth as if to stifle a yawn. “I should change.”
Wooden floorboards creaked as he paced the hallway in his undershirt.
Could he come on to her? Blame it on the beer? The night was slipping away.
With two soft knocks he opened the bathroom door. Tamara smiled in the
mirror, her mouth full of foamy, white toothpaste. She spit and moved left,
inviting him to share the sink. How close could he stand? He wanted their bodies to brush, and hands to join before she led him to her room. She swished
mouthwash. “It’s all yours,” she said, closing the door.
When he came out, he found her setting blankets on the couch. “You don’t
have to do that,” he said.
“You’re my guest. I have to keep you happy.”
She finished, and stepped back to admire her work. Businesslike, she went
over tomorrow’s activities: scrambled eggs with veggies for breakfast, a short
hike a few miles from campus, and then he’d be off, back to his parents in New
Jersey.
“If my allergies…” he started to say. She looked confused. He couldn’t
bring himself to repeat her offer. He looked around for the cats. “If I have
trouble sleeping?”
“There’s plenty of room in my bed.”
That wasn’t a subtle invitation for sex. She wouldn’t be so nonchalant. Before he could do anything she kissed him on the cheek. The kiss lingered, he
felt, but not long enough to suggest more than a friend’s goodnight kiss.
He watched her go up the stairs, deciding if she turned back he would follow. But she closed her bedroom door without a glance. He fell back on the
couch. Felt the sticky moisture from her lips on his face. It smelled of toothpaste and cigarettes
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He remembered watching her character being raped in the final scene. He
hadn’t been able to look away. It had excited him. The stage fell silent, but no
curtain fell. Only the house lights were on. Tamara and the others lay frozen
in dramatic death poses, becoming absurd as the audience waited, confused.
Finally, he remembered to stand. To exit, he would have to walk past Tamara,
who lay topless on stage.
He drew close to her helpless body, the rest of the audience following,
and wondered whether to look. Moments flooded him: driving to diners after
house parties, trips to the playground, talking about new boyfriends or girlfriends over coffee, all making clear no matter how charming or confident
he might appear to new girls, she would never see him as more than her loyal
friend. She would never let him see her naked.
In front of the stage, he turned toward the red exit sign. He felt the eyes of
the audience as he craned his neck, trying to walk at the same pace as he passed
her. Her small breasts, bright white under the stage lights, collapsed against
her. The thrill lasted only a second and then was replaced by disgust and revulsion at his adolescent desires. He left the theater to wait in the night air, alone.
He was touching himself beneath the scratchy blanket Tamara had left,
thinking of the first girl he’d gone home with at college, a pixie blonde, drunk
and inexperienced, who’d asked if they were having sex when he started fingering her. He remembered the pitchers he drank last summer until the redhead
with a crooked nose was hot enough to hook up with at a house party down
the shore. He remembered two weeks earlier, dragging his friends from bar
to bar in Brooklyn, unwilling to head home without at least getting a number.
He climbed the stairs without making a noise, feeling drawn like his tenyear-old self, creeping to the cardboard boxes in the attic, which held his father’s magazines.
Knocking softly, he pushed the door open. She sat in the center of her
bed, legs folded beneath her, elbows resting on knees, as if in some meditative
trance.
“Do you still have some pot?”
“I was hoping you’d want to,” she said, untangling her legs to scrounge
through a clear, plastic bin beside her bed in which loose condoms floated beside moisturizer bottles, bracelets and hair ties. He felt his body start to shake
as she packed the bowl. “Are you cold?”
“I guess,” he said, though he wasn’t.
She pointed at a comforter lying by the foot of the bed and tossed him one
of her pillows so they could sit against the wall. He stretched the comforter
over their legs, and then accepted the bowl and lighter. Putting it to his lips, he
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saw her watching him and blew out a long controlled stream of smoke, hoping
to stop his body from shaking. She flipped off the light when the bowl was
kicked and let their legs touch under the sheets.
“I’m glad you’re here,” she said. He waited as his eyes adjusted, letting the
outline of her room reform. “Tulip, fruit loop, dew-loop…. few too, ah crap,”
she said. “You try.”
As much as he wanted to be silly, he couldn’t. Maybe he did take himself
too seriously. He tried not to show any impatience or anger at his own failure.
He was surprised to feel her hand take his, her fingers rubbing his palm.
“Do you think we should?” she said. He didn’t say anything. “I have a boyfriend.”
He flashed to the rape scene, wondered if she wanted him to take her as
brutally as Hippolytus had on stage. No. But sex could still be cathartic for
both of them.
When they kissed, gawky and sloppy, she tasted like every other girl he’d
kissed late at night after drinking and smoking, until he opened his eyes and reminded himself he had Tamara in his arms. She sucked on his neck. He didn’t
care that it hurt. He had to stop believing his own fantasies. He had to accept
that lust was sometimes just lust.
Moving on top, their legs interlocked, her curly black hair felt thicker than
he’d been imagining since high school. He brushed thick strands out of her
eyes. She tugged at his pant’s buckle.
Afterward, her breath hot on his cheek, emptiness returned, though not
as strong as with previous girls. She curled inside his arm and for a moment
he could imagine this was the first of many nights they’d spend embracing.
But his lust dissipated, and he realized that physical attraction plus friendship
wouldn’t be enough. But this could be okay. They could remain friends, perhaps no closer because of this experience, but it needn’t end everything between them. He kissed her forehead, and when she asked, he stayed in her bed.
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Serena Niesley
Sky at Night (a detail)
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Matt Wimberley
Black Mountain Poem

This isn't a goodbye.
The sun goes down
in the West to push spring
up through the earth. I've heard
painted trillium have bloomed
in the hills of the desolate world.
The moon tries thirty different
ways a month to move us
closer. Tonight it's not there.
I've loved more than you.
Darker, broken things.
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Patricia Ranzoni
By the Sound

(listening for loons)
Hark to them, the long paired,
when they break the still
which can be peace, or instinct and fear.
                         
Hark to their quiets
and comings together when they do
with signals only they know the meanings to.
How they court the way they first did,
all the more in the sensing one may soon
be gone. Just their wakes everywhere
across the waters of their years together.
Their scars are not all clear.
They know one another’s wonders and wounds.
The way they repair.
Some shore night before long one will wail
and be the only one in the shivery surrounds
to hear the reply.
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Tim Jurney
Reside

somewhere inside you are
vaulted mansions and i
long to clamber through
all of the parts of you
so for now i will do this:
greet your lips with a hope
for a promise of echoes to
come in the form of
my lungs, caterwauling
through rooms with arched
ceilings and a drumming return
to the yearning of evenings on
the doorstep that lives
in your tongue.
i can’t wait to feel warm
in the beams from your
stained glasses eyes and
then rest on the chest of
your vast silent cottages
chant simple questions and
hear them get answered out
loud in the form of your
banistered staircases with
dust-mited fragrance
and the birds trilling
never in unison up in the
rafters. i want to give
in to the laughter that
sputters in lamps overhead.
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i want to find all of the things
that are dead in your basements
and bury them with you and
safekeep their secret in reverie.
and i want you to want me to
pad past the doors of you
unlock the padlocked few
open the blinds, stew the pots
on the stoves and then coil up
in the guest bedroom, boil pots
of sage tea from the soil of the
gardens who i tend to tend to but
in the end who i love, the seeds
all grown up as my wrinkles move
from my brain to my feet
let me sleep on your pullout
couches. i seem to always find
comfort in the living rooms.
and when you let me in you
let me back out again, only to
welcome me back to spend
my time pressed snug against
what has become my neighborhood.
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Liana Kapelke-Dale
Water into Words

my body throbs
pulses like
an uninspired bass line
heavy with vibration
on the table
not a stone’s throw
from me
i drop
the humming of my blood
into a glass of water
but no splash
the water
just
ripples
while
the bass line
aches against the floor
through my feet
and
the floor’s pliable heartwood
tender but
insubstantial
shudders and breaks
glass shatters
ripples dripping droplets
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my foundation has snapped
i translate the broken
water into words
and
watch
as they rain down
through the cracks
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Derek Gromadzki
Sospira

Come the being we call calm
from the motion that bodies tick out to measure time
thrummed rhythm-through shaken slack into surrender
and apparitions disbanded in the seam between stares
So long a waste a time without
walked into through and through
out from bared chests like trestles it comes lisping
echoed as if glimmering if with a chill and burning
in reach of white cloth cast mute across a shoulder
and orisons hold closed the day
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Emily Stokes
In the studio of heaven, attempting the pose for nobility:

before lotus, star tulip and diamond
before the crown was known to govern,
and before I knew
where the seven chakras waited,
I looked to the Pleiades, arranged
like pearls in the shadow of a man
shooting east—
A glowing suggestion of the arrow
Orion never casts, whose guiding quill
I can’t help but search for in the brush
where the falsehoods of flight
have not yet rooted like we have—
from heart, to throat, to brow.
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Joan Colby
Choices

Anomalies of weather.
Bone of a bad notion. Bitter
Cider. What does it mean to compose such
Dirges. When what you want is a quiet
Estuary, the banks sloped, a hedge of
Forsythia, yellow tongues mouthing a
Grizzled future of fallen petals. One
Hawk flies its Sign of the Cross
Innoculating the spirit. Judas tree,
Juniper, cottonwood, benevolent shade. A
Lamp in darkness. The path
Madcap with footprints. Confusion of
Nuance. The willows weep, the
Oak breaks but won’t bend. Is that the
Pliant stance you pretend with your
Querulous posturing? Recollect in
Repose as Wordsworth commanded.
Squint at the cockeyed world. Now
Twilight will comfort you with its
Undulations of fading shades
Violet, mauve, the honeyed scent of
Woodbine. An insect orchestra tuning its
Xylophones. The enormous
Yacht of nightfall heading for the moon’s
Zero.
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Ira Joel Haber
Untitled 2
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John Walser
Chronoscope 44: Angle of Repose

treed wind tonight
is full of slowshifts
footslides, duneprint fills
each step a bend
of ankled tall grass lean
each step small white
small purple flower
roots
the sand holds like a parlor trick
like a children’s game
when we soft froze
like drooping tulip heads
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Moira Moody
The Great Yu

Every Tuesday Ping works the dinner shift. She tells her five-year-old son to
leave the deadbolt in and only answer the phone if it’s from the restaurant. The
bus from East Newark to the Livingston Mall is long, and she has plenty of
time to imagine Child Protective Services invading her home.
Every Tuesday is the same; the clouds rip quickly across the sky. The world
turns as if to slide away from her control. In days when home meant cracked
soil underfoot and long shadows over hills, she might have said that a sky like
that meant changing weather. But it’s hard to tell what anything means here,
rolling 12 feet above the ground on a diesel engine. If the concrete cracks, it’s
because new grass pushes up under it. There is more change here than could
be predicted by the firm, dark brush strokes of her past. She steps off the bus,
enters the mall, and relieves the seventeen-year-old who worked before her.
Every Tuesday she scrubs the long hours away with disinfectant, with Windex,
with careful thoughts that do not reach towards home.
The Five Grains Rice restaurant in the Livingston mall specializes in Cantonese cuisine, but they have mostly the same dishes found on every Chinese
menu in America—always General Tso, sweet and sour pork. The restaurant
isn’t bad; good tips, good money, and mostly flexible hours. Except for Tuesdays, she can work at during the school day and then be at home with Qi at
night.
Andy Davis arrives while she strains leaves through their large hot-water
vat, making tea. All Chinese should like serving tea, but she only likes drinking it. The first day of her marriage, she served all of her husband’s relatives
tea with leaves from her mother’s garden. They spit it out, and she cried afterwards. Her husband said that was the last time she’d have to serve tea. He
was wrong. She would make tea for hundreds of years, and it would never get
very good.
Andy Davis likes her tea, though. He doesn’t know better. He orders Singapore noodles and eats with chopsticks. Both the older Mr. Davis and his son,
Mr. Andy Davis, work in the mall’s GameShack. The older Mr. Davis’ nametag
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reads “Mr. Davis” and the younger one’s reads “Andy Davis.” They are a generation apart, but both think she is the perfect woman. She doesn’t know if
they live together, but she thinks they do. She imagines them watching Chinese
action movies, picturing themselves as heroes.
“Do the Chinese believe in the afterlife, or do they see it as a myth?”
Ping replays the shapes of the words in her head. Afterlife. Myth. She is a
story to the young Davis.
“Some people believe. It is difficult to say.” She’s hopeless at explaining
philosophy in a foreign language.
“What do you believe?” asks Andy Davis. The boy’s brown bangs flop over
his head.
“I believe life continues,” she says, “and we must continue. Sorry, no good
answer.” She knows more, but it collapses in her English.
“No, a wise answer,” says Andy Davis.
“You enjoy your sesame noodles?” she asks.
“I only wish you served sake.”
“Go to the restaurant in Harrison,” she says. “It’s BYOB.” Most of the
Chinese employees prefer to work at Mr. Ning’s other restaurant, which is less
commercial. That restaurant is also closer to her house. But Ping does not
need their chatter.
“But then you wouldn’t be there,” he says.
She scrubs faster. She’s seen him run his long fingers over the covers of the
games he sells. His thin shoulders identify him as a dreamer, a boy who might
forget to eat, a devoted thinker. She doesn’t like to let him down.
“You’re the only one who truly appreciates our noodles,” she says. “Customer of the year.”
Andy Davis leaves a two-dollar tip and a smiley face drawn on his napkin.
He might spend the next two hours reading a book behind the register. But she
sees him leave the mall, so he must have asked his father to leave early. Andy
Davis works for play.
The Old Navy is the first store to shoo out customers; their manager means
business and locks her door at 8:30. She watches the lights turn off in the
GameShack at 8:45. Ping starts to lock up the display cases, put the serving
tubs back in the refrigerator.
“Can I drive you home?” The older Mr. Davis is a tentative presence by the
cash register. He’s a little quieter than Andy Davis, but just as earnest. His nose
is longer, his clothes more worn in.
This has happened before, and she should say no.
“It’s raining,” he tells her.
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She had not known that. She hates to wait for the bus in the rain.
With him she would get home in fifteen minutes, and not one hour. She
could see Qi before he falls asleep on their couch watching TV.
*
Ping turns her eyes, but not her head, to watch Mr. Davis during the ride. The
small Corolla has the smell of dust caught in plush. She tells him again,
“I have a husband.”
“Why do you think I’ll believe that when you never speak of him?”
She has had this problem before. When summoning words for her husband, the air is sucked out of her. She’s rooted by something she can’t name.
On a tributary to the Yellow River, there was a place where the silt choked
the flow and lily pads managed a weak existence, tugged by the current. They
walked there on the second night of their marriage, and her husband lit a small
candle on the pad, which they watched melt down for an hour, outlasting the
sun. When the candle went out, they said nothing. They still held hands.
Her husband was a promise, a continuous handshake.
“What about your wife?” she asks him. “You have a son.”
So many times she feels invisible, but the Davis’ are always looking for her.
He shifts his gaze to the windshield.
“No wife anymore. She was stuck in a different era, if you know what I
mean. We’re divorced.”
She doesn’t understand. They join a highway of other cars, and he changes
the subject.
“Do you read much?”
Ping doesn’t want these questions. She tells him that it’s hard with her English. “Even my son is having problems!” She is embarrassed at her outburst—
this is off-topic.
“Why?”
“His English not good enough.”
“Have him read comic books,” says the older Mr. Davis. Men must always
try to solve things. “It’s reading, and he can talk about it with the boys.”
“He doesn’t have friends.” The words sound sad so she moves on. “The
teacher says he doesn’t speak enough English.”
“So speak English with him.”
She spends much time telling herself how well everything continues, but
sometimes her good intentions fail. She appreciates that the older Mr. Davis
wants to create optimism. They must be cut from the same wood.
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She watches the water slide across the glass window, her neighborhood
blurring behind it.
“I’m not always complete in English,” she says carefully.
He pulls the car up in front of her house; the lights are on, one bright thing
in her dark neighborhood. The Corolla is an awful maroon, but seems blood
red in the storm gloom. The older Mr. Davis takes his umbrella and walks her
to her doorstep—three steps downward to get to her front door. He shouldn’t
have done so. She pulls her coat close, but water slips down to her neck. She
thanks him for the ride, but won’t ask him in.
She wishes she could smooth the wrinkles around his eyes. And yet she sees
his son in him—the same looks creased deeper. He’s not so old.
She imagines her hair, thick and strong, with his, short and fluttering. The
white skin of his face is splotched, wet. He moves back from her into shadow,
but she still sees him.
Yes, she will read a book if he brings it to her.
She hopes he has a very good night.
Her face pulls back, bright. She shuts the door, and her son’s voice pitches
high with questions.
*
“Mommy, who was that?” he says in his beautiful Chinese.
Her son’s eyes open wide for the lie, which jumps out like a freshwater
salmon.
“Your father.” Qi’s face is a moon, and she regrets her words instantly.
His six-year-old legs sprint him to their common room chair. He climbs it,
teeters. His hands rest on the top of the chair’s back and his body leans forward, his chin at the ledge of their window.
Qi can only see the car wheels’ slow, beginning revolution. Ping’s hands
reach to knead his little shoulders in the way hers begged to be touched.
“Is that him?”
The shiny rims of the hubcaps spin by him, only feet away from his nose.
Their basement-level apartment is only good at watching the retreat of feet.
Her son’s brown eyes are the earnest and sharp eyes of his father’s.
“He’s going away now,” she says. “Let me get you some juice.”
She folds her son in her arms, cradles him. His body is more than half of
hers. She wants to lift him the whole way from the living room to the kitchen,
but she can’t. She puts him down, and their feet pad from the carpet to the
cold linoleum. She pulls out the stool they have in front of their kitchen table.
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He’s old enough to safely sit balanced, but it still takes concentration. Ping
finds his favorite mug—Spiderman—and the pomegranate juice.
“Your father is a very busy man,” she says. “Yu,” she says. “The Great Yu,”
she elaborates. “A great engineer.”
“Why did he leave?” He is young, but she sees him try to cut through.
“Your father is so important that he cannot always spend time with us.” She
uses simple words. “When there are great floods, someone has to find a place
for all that water to flow—so that people can stay in their houses.”
He won’t touch the juice, so she brings him to bed, tucks him under covers
that are printed with clouds. She sits with him. His mattress is unlike anything
she slept on when she was his age—she slept on wood.
She had been so close to kissing that white man. As if that touch could
make this place her home.
She stays focused on her son. He lies so tense, excited. She wants to soften
everything for him.
“Will Daddy fix the kitchen?”
“That leak is very tiny,” she says. “And your father loves you very much. He
loves you so much that he knows that if he knew about that tiny leak, came to
the house and saw you, he would never be able to leave again. And he must,
Qi.” What she says isn’t truly a lie. “That’s why I told him to go away when he
came to the door.”
She smoothes his blanket, his hair.
“Why would he come and not stay?” His tones are shrill, and strike the silence open. She forgets sometimes that his will is not hers to shape.
“Too dangerous,” she says.
“I want to see him!”
“What story did you read in school today?”
He tells her about a flood, a family building a boat and putting a zoo on it.
“A terrible story!” she says. “If there were a flood here, your father would
rescue you. He’s a great engineer.” Her son nods. He is proud of his dad, even
though he has never met him. “We will find you a better story. So many better
Chinese classics!”
She must teach him about Shao and Yu. He must know the stories of the
emperors. She didn’t mean to cause him pain, but already he is a little older.
She won’t hold him back. She will speak English with her son, even though
it frightens her.
*
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The dough gives way to the efforts of her hands: one part water to four parts
flour. Dumplings made the same way for hundreds of years. Ping isn’t let down
that her son won’t help her. He has homework, and that’s more important.
He’s at the end of the third grade.
Qi pulls his stool up to their tall and rickety kitchen table and sets his social
studies books next to her bowl of dough. His toes hook around the bottom
rung and pick up a dusting of flour.
“Are you sure you won’t get your homework dirty?”
“I can handle it,” says Qi. His chin is starting to grow thinner and sharper.
“The Plymouth colony was started by pilgrims. They came over on a ship
called the Mayflower.” He uses the English for Plymouth, pilgrims, and Mayflower.
Ping rolls out the dough. She places her left hand on the thin dusty surface.
Her right hand pulls a steel knife in circles that stretch from the tip of her
thumb to the wrist joint. Her son watches her, his fingers curling over the top
of his textbook page.
“Fifth-month flower,” she tells him in Chinese.
Qi’s bangs flop in front of his eyes. Ping decides she will trim it soon,
maybe on the weekend.
“They called their new home Plymouth because they came from Plymouth.”
“No creativity,” she says.
“Maybe we should rename our river,” says Qi. “It can be the New Yellow
River.”
The Yellow River is the sorrow of China, claiming many lives over centuries. The Passaic is slow, small, and tame, and she has never seen the water rise
above the banks. Ping goes to the fridge to retrieve the vegetables she chopped
that morning: green onion, cabbage, ginger root, bamboo shoots and mushroom. She pulls out her large silver mixing bowl and dumps them in.
The third night of their marriage, her husband used a bowl to make his
own paste, a mix of salts. Others had served her husband all his life, but those
few hours when he washed her small feet he had never been so happy. She had
never been so happy.
“The Pilgrims were perse- perse—do you know that word?”
“Don’t know,” she says without looking. Her feet had been through so
much since then. She had never bound them, but moving from age to age and
continent had taken its toll—she barely feels them anymore.
“For their beliefs. They wanted a new start in the New World.”
Maybe her problem in this country is that so much of what she hears sounds
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like fairy tales. Rivers that never flood. New starts in new worlds.
“Mom, can I add the pork?”
“Wash your hands,” she tells him, as she looks for the sesame oil and the
cornstarch.
Qi’s hands drip as he brings over the package of ground pork. He rips it
open and digs his hands in.
“Oh, cold!” He shivers.
The whole apartment is cold, but Ping makes sure that he wears socks at all
times, and a sweatshirt with a hood.
“There is a kid in our class whose grandfather was one of the pilgrims.”
The leak in the corner of their kitchen breaks down, releases a small drop.
The drop ceiling there is brown from the damage, but it only drips when it
rains.
“Very nice.”
She watches his hands in the mix and falls in love, for the five thousandth
time, with his fingernails. Even the dirt in them.
“Mrs. Lopez says that this is the last year I need to go to ESL class.”
The ingredients are mixed into a pink flesh ball striped with green and
spotted with brown mushroom.
“That’s great. Now you can teach me English.”
His dark round eyes meet hers in love and pride. They both know the task
is hopeless.
“Now make little lumps and put them on the wrappers.”
Qi watches Ping carefully to get the size right.
“Not bad,” she says. “I want to see you wrap them.”
The last time they made dumplings, she had to re-seal all of Qi’s. She left
one as it was just to show him what happened, and he shrieked with giggles
when they boiled it and the filling slipped out. “The dumpling took a dump,”
he told her in English.
“Little bit funny,” she granted. She pinched her fingers to show how little.
They finish filling all the wrappers and she reviews with him once again
how to seal them. First to pinch the package, and then to knead the edges.
“Two times,” she says.
“Two times.” He repeats, and his wrappers are mostly terrible, but they stay
sealed.
“Much better.”
“Mom, will you write the recipe down for me?”
“You learn from seeing and doing,” she says.
Qi knows that she can’t write English, but they never speak of it. He is only
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eight, but already he helps her. He reads signs that she can’t. She’s only a little
sad that he has begun to learn words he doesn’t translate; she’s mostly proud.
*
Ping knows her son changes with every season. He is always slipping away
from her, and she studies to stay close.
Qi grows, but Ping still sees the baby behind the breaking voice and lengthening face. Qi speaks perfect English now, but his Chinese doesn’t grow. When
she got a cyst removed from her ovary, she could not figure out how to explain
it. He had been so afraid when she came home, weak and unable to walk.
When he tried to explain hockey to her, she couldn’t understand, and when he
asked her why she didn’t vote, she shrugged her shoulders. He wanted her to
recycle and yelled at her when she couldn’t separate the plastic from the glass.
Ping knows there are times when every boy seems less than perfect. They plan
a trip to Xi’an, but the money never grows fast enough in their small savings
account. They go to Atlantic City instead, and Qi loves the taffy that she thinks
is much too sweet. He gives her a seashell that has worn down to a flat pearl,
and she keeps it in her sock drawer.
Each summer, Ping takes Qi to the mall instead of summer camp. She suggests he stay in the bookstore, but he spends most of his time at the GameShack. They argue, but Ping will always remember the first time she saw him
walk out of the store with another boy—a new friend. She took herself out of
sight in order to scrub dishes, and contain her smile. He had broken through
to people of his own age. Another time, with another friend, Qi passed by
Ping and pretended not to know her. Ping decided both their hearts were too
strong to be upset.
He is with his friends when she decides to clean their tiny apartment. She
dusts the one bookshelf that Andy Davis refinished. The top shelf contains
Qi’s comic books and a dozen novels that the older Mr. Davis gave her. She
has not read them, but she pretends for the older Mr. Davis. She keeps them
well-dusted. Then she mops.
She lifts Qi’s blanket to reach under the bed and finds three new videogames that she knows he did not pay for. Grand Theft Auto, Killzone 2, and
MotorStorm: Pacific Rift. They don’t even have a videogame machine. She places
them on the kitchen table, reflects.
She starts the rice in the rice cooker, and is washing some Chinese broccoli
when Qi arrives with his roller skates. The padding he wears thickens him like a
man. The helmet he rips off his head reveals his angled jaw. On the fourth day
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of her marriage, she trimmed her husband’s wispy beard. The little hairs went
everywhere, and she tried looking for them once he left. This didn’t work. She
tried to memorize each hard line in his face, but now her son is the only way
she preserves his image.
Her son is wet through—impossible to tell his sweat from the rain that has
begun to come down.
“What’s that?” She points at the games.
“They’re mine,” he says, in English. “I’m soaked, mom, let me go change.”
He is still her little boy, only fourteen to her few thousand years of hard experience. Too stupid too see the easy way out.
“How are they yours?” she asks. She will speak English too. “You have
no money!” Ping turns on the light although it is only five o’clock. Qi speaks
English very fast, and watching his face helps her. She doesn’t want anything
to escape.
“I saved,” he says.
“You did not save,” she says. “You bought the stick.”
“Hockey stick, mom,” he says. “I play hockey.”
“Hockey stick,” she says. “You have no money.” Sometimes she doesn’t feel
like arguing, but she has no choice. There is no one else.
“I had enough.”
“Not enough!”
“Enough,” he says.
She sees the water build in his eyes.
“My son does not steal.”
He blinks fast, and something changes.
“My son does not steal,” he says in a high-pitched voice. After a second, she
realizes that he imitates her. “Because he is the son of the Great Yu!”
“My son does not steal because he knows right and wrong.”
“Your son’s too old to believe your lies.”
He is loose and sweaty. The words fall out of him.
Ping realizes that physically, if he wanted to, he can hurt her. No more
English.
“Qi, you don’t understand. Yu wants to see you, but he can’t. He’s a great
man, but he can’t live in two worlds at once.”
“Not true. I googled ‘The Great Yu,’ Ma. It’s just another myth about an
emperor who never really existed.” Qi still speaks in English.
“You are too young,” she tries. “I don’t lie.” This isn’t working. Even her
Chinese fails.
“A father who can’t see his son because he won’t be able to save the world if
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he does? A perfect lie! Why is there no one in our life—no family, no friends—
who can tell me anything about him?” He talks so fast she can barely understand.
“I don’t lie.” She can’t explain.
“I don’t want to believe this anymore,” he waits for her to say something
but she still works to understand. “You can’t talk about him because he left
us,” he says.
Her son leans back against the counter for support.
She gives him the only truth she can. “I’m here, living for you.”
“You’re in a fantasy.”
Fantasy. She knows the word. Ping has no desire to put her son in a story.
“Let me teach you,” he says. “This is the United States. No glory in fathers
who never come home. Get us a real father who can get us an apartment that
doesn’t leak.”
He spoke so fast, like his lungs, his heart, his tensing muscles. There were
words that she missed. “We fix ceilings when we can,” she says. “This is not
important,” she adds. “You steal things.”
“I didn’t steal.”
“Don’t lie to me.”
“Don’t lie to me!”
“You want a father?”
He is angry, his face wet from sweat and rain but not tears. She knows he
can’t stay hers forever. But he wants something out of the movies. He doesn’t
see that this is the first of many choices that will pull him out of her reach. His
face carries the edges of the man he is becoming and the softness of the baby
he is trying to push past.
“I can find a father,” she says. The words sound odd, and not only because
they came out in English. They sound odd because the prospect does not scare
her. “But the father you have, I won’t be able to bring.”
The boy in front of her wants to cry, but alone. Once she leaves.
“You can raise your voice. You can’t steal.” Ping grabs her coat and umbrella
by the door and steps into the rain. “Tomorrow, we give the videogames away.”
She closes the door.
*
Ping walks to the restaurant in light rain, the skin at the corners of her eyes
crinkling. She’s numb to the rain but takes advantage of the excuse of rain to
pinch her shoulders tight. She lies only to make his life painless, simple and
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continuing positively. She tried to be a mother to him first, but he doesn’t want
that.
The other Five Grains Restaurant is a little before the town clock on Harrison’s main street. The restaurant is BYO, but everyone knows her; at least they
think so. Mr. Ning himself provides the plum wine from the kitchen when she
asks. She does not typically order alcohol, but no one feels close enough to ask
her anything about it. The neon light on the door casts a green glow on her
wet skin, and she watches the dirt pull a plastic cup down the street. The sick
sidewalk trees drink the water; roots thankful. Ping touches the smooth shell
of one of her few luxuries, a pair of Jade earrings. She knows he will come.
Her husband’s strength shines in his walk, his glide, his shadow. He wears
the same silk he wore to their marriage, in a style that men can no longer wear.
He is the man that predates all men, a man that men sometimes remember as
they dream. This man held her heart, and her beckoning body remembers the
slight, soft knock of his feet on hardwood as his first step hits the floor. The
door jingles as he enters, but his long and thin beard is silent as it delicately
brushes his knees. The patterns on his robes speak of every triumph of the
Middle Kingdom, and none of its defeats.
He sits across from her at the table, and the upholstery sighs. She remembers his touch on her pelvis on the fifth morning of their marriage, the way his
hand traced her skin and somehow knew he had left a son. She retraced the
path herself many times after, when her belly began to swell, and again after
her son had left her, and she was lonely again.
She orders him sake because the wait staff doesn’t know him from a column of air. She and her husband had their own world, real with hardworking
silk worms and prosperous goldfish, oracle stones thrown and read, jade for
the rich, bare feet for the poor, and heartbreak for everyone. But this world
was not answerable to the pink fluorescent of the window sign, or the MSG
unseen in the kitchen.
“Soon and soon, I will come home to you,” he says. He must speak grandly
to match his presence—even the clouds are pushed by him. “The rain has
almost stopped.”
Ping squirms against the vinyl of her booth seat. “Yu, my husband,” she tells
him. “I waited my son’s thirteen years, and thousands more besides. You save
many with the strength of a bear, but to raise our son, I’ve had the strength
of a lion.” This is her language, and she does not have to think so hard before
speaking. “I put my son before everything.” She won’t speak of love.
Her humble husband, the emperor, casts his eyes downward, his beard a
twist in his fingers.
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“He alone has endured with me.”
The force of “alone” comes out at a greater volume, but Yu does not color.
He sips his wine. “I am not used to apologizing to my wife, but you ask this
of me. I can learn too,” he says. “They call me the Great, but I know you are
greater. You are born of Ancient China but have the tenacity to struggle with
the West,” says Yu. “Truly, I couldn’t ask more.”
“What is strength, to you?” asks Ping.
“Even when I fight the water, I do not build dams, but only find new places
for the water to flow.”
Ping will miss having someone whose thoughts travel in the same direction.
“Thus I have lived, and only try to find the best within what is possible for my
son.”
“Wise words,” says Yu.
“My son is of the new world, where men constantly strive outward. To him,
holding old ground is a sign of weakness, and not of strength. To him, waiting
is the same as refusing to live.”
“Our son has forgotten his respect for his mother.” Her husband’s eyes
hold her and will not let go. “You want to believe you don’t need me, but I’m
not just your past.”
“I have to live in the present now.”
“We may not have spent much time together, but waiting has strengthened
us.”
He says it, and it’s true. This is what has sustained her for so long; the words
that, left unsaid, have been the arms around her as she falls asleep at night.
“I can wait for ages, but not my son.”
Yu’s fingers move to the lip of his cup. “You discard me like an old scroll.”
“We both hurt.”
She is a foolish woman, clearly. She must push deeper to brush these
thoughts aside, to get to truth.
“We had five days of marriage before our separation began. Our son’s name
is Qi—to strike open. There is a small piece of me with you, but...”
“Ping.”
His hand reaches across the table, and his knuckles rest against her cheek.
“We both hurt, I agree. When I walk to your doorstep, I know I can’t come in.
I can’t come in, and I can’t leave. Five days of marriage, but I am more than
just a man to you. We are a way of life.”
Water fills the corners of her eyes. “Even now it is much easier to speak to
you than anyone else.”
For one moment their touch transgresses, his five fingers dry points of
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heat.
They do have love, unexplainably.
But her son’s face pulls her to the present.
He knows her heart. The door jingles as he leaves, as she leaves. Yu is
gone. Love trickles on the brick outside the door, splashes under tires at every
corner, works through cracks. She’s only in one world now, and she pays her
check. She stands and walks to the door.
The moon above them tears briefly between the clouds, following wind
that seems to stop before it reaches her. The rain comes straight down at street
level. She opens her umbrella but keeps it pointing the earth, cupping the water
as if to protect those who live in the sky from the harshness of the ground. Is
this the end of a love?
Silliness. She thinks she sees her son waiting at the corner, but her eyes
play a trick. Her mind searches to translate an old idea. She remembered all
the times she searched for answers to the questions of Mr. Andy Davis, and
Mr. Davis. She can never translate right. She has always been slippery in time,
young and old. She smiles to think what she has meant to both of them.
The hard water wipes her face clean. The salt in her eyes betrays her only a
moment. This is not the end of love, but it is more than the end of a marriage.
Her feet are wet, and she looks down, feels them firmly on the ground. The
rain has brought her edges into focus. She tilts the umbrella up, and the water
drums over the red nylon, a thudding around her.
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Austin Ricketts
The Quiche

He awakes through a parade of half-remembered dreams, hazy light, and ideas
of what he would do tomorrow, before he even starts this morning. No longer
marching in the band, or was he driving the Fire truck, he slides to the curb,
a spectator. The dreams march on, and soon they leave him, or he them, until
silence and a dissipating haze of light are about him. A snore to his left, he
thinks of the smokestack on his rig—starting up; six hundred miles tomorrow.
“Do you think?—I wonder…I feel like college was a waste of time” droops
hazily from her lips, as she receives a plateful of eggs, bacon, and small pancakes. “I suppose it’s impossible to say. I guess we wouldn’t have some life
experiences, if that sort of clichéd notion even means anything. But nobody
really cares that I can explain why Proust and Sebald read sublimely, or why
Harold Bloom thinks Shakespeare is the creator of the modern person. Especially not when I’m handing them their groceries. I mean, does your boss lose
sleep over whether you’ll be able to recite an Eliot poem, on the spot, to the
people you’re dropping stuff off to?”
“No. Probably not. I think he’s a little more concerned with whether I can
punch in a destination on my GPS and float through all eighteen gears to get
there. But…as long as I do get there, he’s not going to bother me if I’m reciting Stevens, or whomever, along the way” setting his plate down across from
hers. “I get your complaint, though. And I wonder myself whether it would
have been better just to read on my own, in between trips and at diners and
what not.”
“You could have bought your own truck a while ago.”
“I wouldn’t have the friends that I have. That’s for sure.”
“Who you barely even see.”
“We write.” He sees the pile of scrambled eggs on his plate, not fluffy,
but smooth, with deep folds, culinary crevasses, winding through the yellowbrown and white. “And we go hiking every spring. I love those times. Anyway,
they’ve each changed my view of the world in so many minuscule ways that I
can’t really put words to it. I find worth in that, deep worth.”
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His eyes slide left, over his desk—a gel-ink pen, a piece of paper—and out
the window to the park across the street below. The third story view allows
him unobtrusive access to various dramas under his purview. A time before,
the little girl on roller blades: she would rather have crawled, looking for bugs.
Her father would rather have looked at older women than after his young
daughter. Seeds of the future on a small patch of grass.
Today there’s a Dogwood blooming, a few patches, a few theaters, removed
from the seeds of the other day. His desk again, in ink:
Zachaeus and Heisenberg sitting in a tree,
obserVAtional CERtainty wi-ther-ing.
The lumbering sycamore, a calisthenic climb,
what could we do, if not for time?
But he turns away in disgust, opens his laptop, and concludes writing to a
friend. To answer your question, I’m still looking for a way forward. There’s a difference
between the intellect and intuition, or maybe just a distinction, and language seems to float
between the two, a noisy, clattering spirit that partakes of each, building like a tornado—
some dust, some water, an uprooted tree. And the spinning makes you forget that there ever
was a beginning. Sincerely, Ben.
A disruptive metallic sound, metal and wood creaking, the turn of a knob
and the bathroom door opens on the floor below. Perfume, no, a fragrant
shampoo rises in heat up the stairs. But it’s off to the cold freezer aisle, and to
coldly calculating machines. “Hey Ashleigh, do you think you could remember
to get me some hummus and crackers for my drive tomorrow? I think I left ten
dollars on the kitchen table.”
“Can’t you think of a different snack sometimes? It’s always the same things
with you. If only your palette were as diverse as your taste in books.”
“That’d be too confusing. I float through a ton of ideas, and change my
mind a lot when I interact with other people’s thoughts. You are what you eat.
That’s my way of staying consistent.”
“Oh, geez.”
Ashleigh is right, Proust does read sublimely. And he had his Hawthorne
blossoms and his walks along the Guermantes way, the scenic route.
A shudder into the outside. It’s chilly with a late morning mist, the ideal notion of early spring, realized. The patch where the girl looked for her bugs is
muddied. The worms have taken residence on the concrete pathway, easier to
grab, though the walkway is slipperier.
Samantha, whom the little girl’s father was watching the other day, bobs
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through the mist. Tight-black jogging pants and bright-white sneakers, a loose
grey shirt with short sleeves folded under, fluid motion with flashes of white
from the shoes: could it be that Duchamp has met Plato; motion has met an eternal form?
She is beautiful.
“Hey, Sam.”
Without the slightest loss of pace or form, “Hey, Ben. The Dogwood’s
beautiful, right.”
“Indeed.”
“Au revoir.”
Not losing time, she jogs on.
Snow falling, a foot-and-a-half deep now, they chanced the barely salted
sidewalk, two houses down. Three bags of pop-corn and a 36 case of beer,
freaking Pennsylvania beer laws. Knock, knock on a red, solid wood door. “Oh, it’s
freaking freezing out here” Ashleigh, holding nothing but her breasts above
her crossed arms. Oh man, If only she…
“Hey, Ben…Ashleigh. Sam’s in the main room, gettin’ the DVD ready…
Holy crap, that’s a lot of beer.”
“Well…”
“Freaking Pennsylvania” from the main room.
“Exactly” belts back from the doorway.
“You know, I’m not gonna call it a New Year’s resolution, I’ll call it a postsnow goal, but I’m totally going to start jogging when this unholy manna clears
out” as she finally gets the TV and laptop synced. “All this beer doesn’t do the
physique many favors.”
“Neither does sitting in a truck for hours on end.”
“Or driving a trolley car, for that matter” they go back and forth as Nick, in
the kitchen, finishes heating the soup and Ashleigh, with him, pops the popcorn, a little earlier than advisable.
Soup and beer on the coffee table, pop-corn wherever it is, they all start to
watch the film: A Very Long Engagement. The title speaks volumes.
Squish. Muddy the ground under foot. The chilly air yields for a moment
as Sam passes by, warm air flowing from her heated person. Samantha Bergeron.
French Canadian lips, more French than Canadian. Not to mention her derriere, very much
like Audrey Tautou. The chilly mist envelopes her, until she resembles a colorful
reflection in a pond. Welcome is every organ and attribute of me, and anyone hearty and
clean, Not an inch nor a particle of an inch is vile, and none shall be less familiar than the
rest—Yes, Walt. Man. That piece of shit clunk of metal they call a bridge doesn’t deserve
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his name. Poor old-man Whitman. How Ben Franklin got the more poetic structure is beyond me. Freaking opposites day, every day, over the Delaware.
The Dogwood is beautiful. God, I wish I had another day off. It’s about 300
miles to Boston and another 300 hundred back. It’ll be more Lancaster county
dairy. Apparently, the Beans like Dutch cows. Dutch. Deutsch, actually. Pennsylvanians
are from Germany, not Holland, originally. Americans are always messing up foreign names.
“He was on the deck. How he got up there from stowage he didn’t say. But
he was on the deck. With the wind, the salty air. You know how he says these
things: the wind, the salty air—da DA, da da d’ DA. Very musical. So, he was
on the deck. And there she was, spikes from her head and everything, green as
a precious jewel. It was great, he says. Alevei!
Not long and he was on the island. A serious person calls him to a high
desk. ‘What’s your name?’ comes with the cheesy breath. ‘Jakob Weingarten,’
says your great-grandfather. And out he walks with another piece of paper:
Jacob Van Guard. The Germans and the Americans, all the same. Always the
paperwork. And it smelled like cheese…alevei.”
Walking away from the Dogwood. If I get one more damn email, asking about
mutual funds, I might go change my name—back to the original. ‘No, you’re looking for a
different Vanguard, Sir or Madam, the financial company. I am but a lowly truck driver.’
If only they knew they were asking a Jew what to do with their money. How stereotypical! If
only this Jew had some money. Oh, when did I ever care about money?
Much of the mist has lifted. Samantha is circling around for a second pass.
The grass is drier, more willing to wave in the light breezes slowly rising from
time to time. Petals from the Dogwood are more conducive to opening, seduced by the sun, peeking through the now diaphanous clouds. Still, droplets
of stubborn mist cling to a couple bouquets worth of flowers on the tree.
There is vigor enough there to envy.
The sidewalk, closer to the road than the concrete pathway in the park, is
taking its sun with the water it has already swallowed. Wet strokes lay this way
and that; dry, lighter strokes, interlace themselves, creating a bas relief, abstractly expressed. The hill makes its way up to the sidewalk; the sidewalk itself
slants away from the road, favoring the park. It caps the hill frieze-like. And it
is enough to draw him, to move him back home.
He sits downstairs, on the couch, in the main room. The Peripatetics were on to
something. The walking dislodged a bit of him, something that was stuck before.
Pen and paper again before him, the laptop will remain upstairs, as will the
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view and its park. New space, new grace. His sister’s painting is mounted behind
him, above the couch.
She’s as much fascinated with time as Ben is.
“You know, Malick’s film has still got me thinking. He has Mozart’s Introitus
playing at the end. It seems to me that a large part of the film is asking where
to begin a story. I feel like he has to have read Bonhoeffer’s Creation and Fall.
He knows that we’re always starting in the middle. We can’t make a beginning,
not really. Or if we can, it’s only mystical…”
“Right. You and your Christian theologians. Sanders is rubbing off on you.”
“Oh, Ben. Mom is Catholic. But, yah, Sanders and I are together a lot these
days.”
“I’m aware of these things. Anyway, that’s just what I was gonna say—well,
the mystical bit anyway. Because I actually think that he did find a beginning.
When the characters whisper to the sky, in the film, their questions are carried
to the beginning of time. They suffer through the birth pangs of creation,
groaning with creation. They’re there, the depth of their questions carry them
to the beginning, even as Malick paints the beginning in such painful solemnity.”
“Yah, I get that, Ben. The whole film is a funeral procession, especially with
Lacrimosa playing over that creation scene. But think about it. The major action
happens in the middle.”
“How is that different from any other story?”
“I’m tryin’ to get there, if ya’d let me.”
“All right. Sorry, Zoe.”
“All right. So. What I’m saying is that the main character is tryin’ to find his
brother, and he finds him in memory, in this idealized place. In a kind of pristine childhood environment. He doesn’t go all the way back to the beginning
of time. All of this is in the middle, with the creation scene to one side and the
heaven scene on the other. He finds his brother in the middle.”
“I don’t know. Doesn’t Jack kind of find his brother at the end, on the celestial shore? Maybe that’s the significance of Introitus coming at the end, now
that I think about it. The end is the beginning.”
“Uh-kay, I’ll agree that there’s somethin’ like a resolution in the heaven
scene. But that’s not where Jack goes. He goes to his childhood. The heaven
scene comes to him. He doesn’t find it. He’s taken there, on the trip up the
elevator.”
“Uh…yah…it seems like it depends on the perspective you choose to view
the film from. From Jack’s perspective, I think that you’re right. The main
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action is in the middle, in the memory. But if you view the film as a finished
work, the end is the beginning of something truly new. And the beginning is
kind of an end, in a way. It starts with death. Again with the Lacrimosa over
the creation scene.”
“Well, I guess you have a point, in a way. Malick’s view of time seems to be
less than linear. But don’t ya think my position has merit?”
“Yah, I was trying to say it does. The film is coherent enough to sustain
both interpretations.”
“So much depends on the place where you’re comin’ from, I guess.”
The painting is one of Zoe’s early works, when she first started at UArts.
She stayed with Ben, who was attending UPenn. She was living on his third
floor, you know, where Ben’s office is now, with the park view and all. Yeah so,
Zoe is one year younger but in many ways more mature and smarter than Ben.
Now 29, she complains that Ben still keeps this painting hanging as prominently as it does.
She has better work these days, some hanging in small galleries in Northern
Liberties, a few pieces in a friend’s gallery up in Chelsea, and she had her series
of architectural paintings of University City exhibited for a while at the Brandywine River Museum, where she was later hired as an exhibition curator for
modern American art. She also works in UPenn’s library, the rare book section,
helping to maintain the older books.
The canvas above the couch is three feet wide and five feet tall, divided into
four sections, a line going through the middle from top to bottom, another
through the middle from left to right. This is kind of important. It wouldn’t
hurt to keep paying attention. Just sayin’. Right, so, on top of gesso, Zoe put
down a layer of off-white yellowish coloring, with some areas of the canvas
receiving more of the yellow-brown, others remaining closer to white.
Even in this early painting, Zoe’s talent, her exacting skill of color mixing,
is evident. She represented the tree, which stood partly in each square, with
the different types of light of the four Northeastern seasons, one in each of
the four divisions: the gray-yellow half-light of Autumn in the bottom right;
the dry, nearly bleached light of Winter in the upper left; the burnt sienna
of Summer in the upper right; and the watery, hazy blue-green of Spring in
the bottom left. Whatever your saccadic pattern, the change is palpable from
square to square, while not being blunt. That’s right, everyone’s a critic. But I
think I nailed it.
Ben stands up from the couch. He walks around the coffee table, circling,
looks at the vase sitting there, never even blinks it away for a second, circling.
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The vase sits on the table, skinny, with flowers shooting upward and draping
down the sides, top-heavy. It’s a fragrant mushroom cloud, a reminder of what
was, what might have been, what isn’t anymore. He walks up the stairs to his
office, Zoe’s old room, now his office again. An email waits on his laptop; he’s
already read it four times—Ben,
I’ve been keeping my own secret. I’ve been dealing with a double mind also. There is a
dark reality that has labored my subconscious for most of my life. I have spoken of it little
elsewhere, and only with family. I feel that I have let it stand between us—and that is how I
feel, that it has stood between us—I feel that I’ve let it stand between us for too long.
As you already know, I grew up in Western Pennsylvania, with mountains greener than
Vermont and people as Presbyterian as they come. Of course, Calvin loved the Holy Spirit,
but much like himself, he always thought the Holy Spirit to be a refined gentleman, not
overly prone to exaggeration, or endless motivational speech, believing He said much His
peace long ago, in first century Palestine. Leave the Baptists with their charisma, we’ll take
the Confession.
Given my demure, if not stoic, nascence, I hope that you will forgive whatever emotional
perorations that follow. Life started when I was five.
My Dad started taking me along with him, on his walks through the woods, when I was
three; carrying me then. But those years before my fifth remain impressionistic, even for all
of their structure.
That changed.
Early one afternoon, as was often the time we left, we left for a walk, after my Dad had
finished editing the pages he’d written in the morning, his sabbatical routine.
Even here, things are Presbyterian—decent and in order. We would always walk the
same trail. (I think that only Presbyterians could do this. It takes a certain subtlety of
mind—some would say odd fixation—to notice and to praise one trail for all of its infinitesimal variations. For anyone else, it would be pointless minutiae.) We would walk our trail,
usually until I was tired, which was usually at the same spot.
My stamina increased only slowly through our many trips. We did, however, reach our
favorite precipice on this occasion, a place I would normally need a second wind to attain. We
ate our daily sandwiches and watched the grey sky overlay itself with charcoal.
Dad was unmoved, thinking it’s only a wet trudge back along our trail, nothing we
couldn’t handle. But there were gradual changes in the sky. There were now patches of mauve
and others of taupe. My Father and I looked to the heavens.
The rain would start soon. And did. As my Father looked to the heavens, I saw his
countenance change. Crestfallen, he began to look for a place where we could cover ourselves.
It’s perhaps pertinent to tell you that my Father grew up in the Midwest. He has seen these
clouds with these colors before.
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There was a hollow under our precipice. It would have to do. We were barely under before
the hail came. The hail was so large; it hit the rocky precipice and sounded like crying. Our
movements, and then our stillness, were like prayer. This would be hallowed ground now.
It wasn’t long until we heard the train. Of course, it wasn’t a train. I looked at my
Father. He nodded, solemnly. I now knew that he had been right about the Wizard of Oz:
The flying monkeys were not the scariest part.
It came spinning, loud and spinning. It was climbing the hills across the valley from us.
We were thankful to be far enough away, even while the wind pulled at us violently. I had my
eyes closed most of the time, could barely see when they were open for all the rain and hail.
There was one moment of clarity, and I’ll never forget it.
Across the valley, on the side of the hill, there was a Mail Pouch Tobacco barn—something more ubiquitous in Pennsylvania than the Lutheran dogma of Christ’s body. In this
moment, I saw the barn lifted from its foundations; it was split, equally in two; one side
hovered above the ground, while the other was pulled around the far side of this swirling
finger of God; it was brought back around; it met up with its other half, and both were set
down together, only a few yards away from the foundation. Mail and Pouch were side by side
again, a fracture and a return. I closed my eyes.
We were in the hollow, under the precipice, for an hour after this. The tornado passed
within fifteen minutes, but the hail continued for much longer. It was 1985. The damage
path was a mile wide, where the heavens’ will was done on earth, drawing the earth into itself.
Ben, I don’t know what I’m trying to say. I was five, and I knew my routine very well. I
was my Father’s son. But I knew, even then, that people were supposed to be more like that
barn. The Spirit broke me out of my very lettered world. That’s when I knew that I would
be a writer like my Father, but I would write different things. That was when I became a
poet. How precocious is that! But it’s true. I’m not sure why I don’t talk about this to more
people. I think that there’s just too much to say; it’s every poet’s dirty little secret. Words
aren’t enough. All I can say is that tornado spun me around itself like it did the barn. My
entire life revolves around that moment.
Sincerely, if nothing else,
Sanders
P.S.
There is a section of route 322, near Downingtown, that passes by a school
up on a hill. There’s a large oak that sits outside the school. Something of an
illusion happens as you drive past. The tree seems to spin as if it were a small
plant in a pot, held in your hand and spun with your fingertips. The road itself
is winding. There are quicker ways for Ben and Zoe to go to their grandparent’s house in Northwest PA, from their parent’s house in West Chester, but
they were all about the scenery. Time moves differently surrounded by these
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hills and trees. And Ben just got his license. The more driving the better.
His love for the road never diminishes. He isn’t running from anything; he
isn’t really running to anything. He drives to be in something; a different time,
which surrounds him—and Zoe—in a feeling he doesn’t know how to explain.
Maybe it’s like driving through a covered bridge. Bridges are always suspended
above something. They’re not really a here or a there, but a tertium quid. They’re
a third thing. And covered bridges are that much more transfigured—an em dash
on the way to something.
“Driving through these hills is somethin’ else.”
“Definitely. It’s like we’re on a ship surrounded by icebergs. They all look
like their floating,” he agrees.
“Yah. I want to ask when we are as much as where we are. With everything
moving, it feels like we’re witnessing relativity theory in action. I almost want
to say that I can see time. Haha. That’s so crazy, right?”
“Di tseit ken alts ibermachen.”
“Ha. Yah, I guess so. At least, Einstein’s theory of time has altered everything.”
Try it in pen first. But maybe that’s too real. Maybe it needs some reality.
Oh, well. Here goes something—Sanders,
I don’t know where to begin. Oh, I’m already starting with clichés. I’m sorry. Let me see.
I wanted to [scribbled over] Do you remember when we went to Peirce’s wedding two years
ago, in Maine? We were at his parent’s B&B on the coast. You were pissed because I had
the room with the huge octagonal window, with the view of the ocean. Room 3.
You were across the hall, and Evangeline was down in Room 8. She and I talked earlier about how her mom was inconsolable. Evie was going to be her brother’s Best Woman.
“Whoever heard of such a thing?” I can just hear Mrs. Charles now, her old Boston nerves
jangling. I’ll bet you remember the Puritan cant in her voice, too. How could you forget, right?
“E-VAN-ge-LINE, how COULD you DO IT?” Like an old metric Psalm. “HOW
ab-SURD.”
She wouldn’t have been happy with Evie later that night, either, had she known what
happened.
“Hey Peirce, I’m going to go to bed. I’ll see you bright and early, K?”
“I wish you’d stay longer, Eve, but I’ll see you tomorrow. You all right?”
“Peirce,” sternly, “I’ll see you to-MOR-row.”
“ooOK.”
“Good-night.” she beams to the bar.
“Night.” Ben toasts back.
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Outside, the cool breeze and the sand calm her down some. Early Autumn
always eases her. The bar is crowded. Sand is better than people numbered as
the sands.
By her feet there are two, white shells. She reaches down but can only get
hold of one. She shivers. Thinks she should head inside.
On her way back to her room, she has to lean up against a fence post. Even
though there are two, right next to each other, she misses both the first time
she lays her hand down. Her stomach feels like the ocean, and her throat is
starting to burn.
Finally, she’s at her door, the eight looks funny but she isn’t going to worry
about that now. She has to get inside. Why did Mom give me all of these room keys?
I’m not the maid. She fumbles for the right one, finds it. She’s in. But not soon
enough to make the toilet. Seafood was on the menu tonight, and now she sees
it on her dress.
She makes it to the toilet for the second spout, an unholy version of Old
Faithful. The dress has to come off. She aimed for the toilet to the left when
she needed the real one to the right. As she feels the worst is over, she turns
the shower on. First, the dress gets a good soaking. Then, she’s in for herself.
She smells herself, smelling oddly like a boy. Dry enough, she leaves the towel
and plops herself on top of the covers, looking at the sea through the huge
octagonal window.
It was late. You remember how we stayed at the bar for a while after Evie and Rachel left.
Then we took the bourbon to the beach for a while longer, drinking, talking, and otherwise
giving Peirce a hard time. Maybe it wasn’t too late. I think I got back to my room around 1
am. After all, I had to drive the next day, and knew I should sleep things off.
I pulled out my key, put it in the lock and turned. Metal clinking, the knob turns. The
warm smell of humid air hit me first. Then soap. Slowly, though, a more pungent smell
seeped through the original sweetness. I went into the bathroom on the left, saw Evie’s dress
and didn’t know what happened. But I was worried. I ran out of the bathroom and farther
into my room.
I caught a quick glimpse of her, frozen in moonlight, and, stunned, my right knee relaxed
in mid run. I fell before I knew what happened. She awoke after that. Although, it was
slowly and in a daze. I got up from my fall the same way. She was smiling but not looking
well. I gathered myself. Things started back to normal time, a more human pace. I wanted
to make sure she was all right.
“Are you all right?” she asks, somewhat strained.
“Yes. I’m fine, a little drunk. How are you?”
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“I’ll be all right.”
“I didn’t think that you drank much. But I saw your dress in the bathroom.”
“Yeah…well…yeah…uhhhh…I’ll be all right. How did you get into my
room, anyway?”
“This is my room. Room 3, not Room 8.”
“What? How?—”
“I can show you on the door if you don’t believe me.”
They walk together to the door. Ben holds Evangeline up when she starts
to totter here and there. The thing is, she believed Ben about this being his
room—never doubted him for a second—but she had to try to put together
what happened. Retracing her steps was as good a way of doing so as any
other.
“I wasn’t seeing so well earlier,” she confesses. “And I did have the whole
ring of keys from my mom.”
“Should I walk you back to your room? Or maybe you can stay here, and I’ll
take the keys to your room and sleep there?”
Neither option sounds very good. Evangeline is beautiful, chaste, a virgin
even. Her mother would be proud of that. But she needs some company tonight; someone real, a gentleman. She knows Ben very well. He came home
from college to visit with Peirce. She visited Peirce at college, and hung out
with Ben then. She was only a year younger than Peirce and Ben, but she decided not to go to college. Ben never got a straight answer why.
“No. I’m not feeling well, and I would like you to stay with me.”
“Maybe I should go grab you some clothes.”
“Just, let’s not worry about that for now. I need to go sit down. Please.”
“Absolutely.” He closes the door behind them.
“You should probably know that I used your toothbrush and mouthwash.”
They both laugh as they make their way back to the bed. She starts to feel better, knowing that she won’t be alone tonight. Ben is struck by how beautiful
she is, and at his previous ignorance of the fact, and finally by how non-sexual
the whole situation is. What is this that is happening? Freud be damned. Things
are so more complex by being so simple. “You’re truly a gentleman, Ben. I could see
it in your eyes a long time ago. You have a gentle soul. I apologize for the Romanticism. Maybe I’m not thinking straight. But you’re pure like the beginning
of things.”
I asked her. She seemed a bit off for a while, but she started to get better relatively soon.
We both lay on the bed for some time. She kept talking about a desire for purity: pure souls,
beginnings, the sea. I knew what she was after. I’d read Coleridge, Thoreau, and Word80

sworth, too. And Whitman has the same ache about him.
She tugged at my shirt, undid the button on my pants. It wasn’t foreplay, and
she knew that I would understand as much. She was asking me a question. Would I join her,
go back with her, float with her a while? I would; I did; I could. We lay there with nothing
to separate us but our bodies. Like some Romantics, we ached that we were still separated in
some sense; with Whitman, we knew that we were closer than we dared hope. The body is no
less than the soul. We were in some third place or time.
Ben falls asleep with Evangeline in his arms. Kids these days call their position spooning. With the moonlight, it’s more like silver-spooning. And they
lie this way for hours. Ben awakes, hazily, momentarily, to see her standing in
front of the huge octagonal window. She is elevated in the moonlight, looking
across her right shoulder, out to the sea. Ben meets every curve of her backside with droopy eyes; every bit of shading and positive blue-silver light. He
follows her dark hair, midway down her back, and up to the hint of her eye’s
corner. He closes his eyes, satisfied that she would join him again. He needn’t
speak a word. The temperature changes and he knows she’s back. He goes
deeper in sleep.
I woke up at seven that morning. She had already left the room. But she’d left a small
quiche, with a note that said she’d baked it for me that morning. I don’t remember feeling
her leave, but she must have been up quite early. The quiche was fantastic. I’ve never had any
better since. But you know how the day went. The wedding made everything move so quickly
that I never had a chance to talk to her. I haven’t seen her or heard from her since. Of course,
I’ve been with Ashleigh. I saw Peirce last spring when we all went hiking. Evie wasn’t there,
and I didn’t have the courage to ask Peirce about her, not with Ashleigh around.
Sanders, that’s what I’m trying to tell you. Something has been happening to me. I can’t
stop thinking about Evangeline, especially the past two weeks. I feel unfaithful to Ashleigh.
I don’t know what’s going on with me. And I’ve been short tempered with Ashleigh for most
of the past year.
I know this is coming out of left field. I know that you expected a philosophical response
to your previous questions. But that’s just it. I wonder if Evangeline is returning as some
kind of metaphor or allegory. Evangeline is deep feeling while Ashleigh is a rational choice.
They’re different realities. I don’t know. Back to philosophy.
To answer your question, I’m still looking for a way forward. There’s a difference between
the intellect and intuition, or maybe just a distinction, and language seems to float between
the two, a noisy, clattering spirit that partakes of each, building like a tornado—some
dust, some water, an uprooted tree. And the spinning makes you forget that there ever was
a beginning.
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Sincerely,
Ben
Sitting in his office, he can’t believe what he’s just read. He has to read it
again.
P.S. Ben, please be sitting down as you read this final part. I feel as if I’m about to
overload you with information. First, I reveal my experience with the tornado, and now this
next thing that I have to tell you. Maybe I had to tell you about the tornado to even be able
to say what I’m about to say. Please sit down.
I have kept in better contact with Peirce and Evangeline the past two years. I knew
nothing about your night with her before the wedding. However, the way that she would ask
about you, the way her voice would rise at the mention of your name, I had hints at how she
felt about you. You’re right, in that what I saw was Romantic. A deep weight. And you’re
correct concerning Freud. I’ve always thought him to be juvenile.
But, Ben, I don’t have good news. I remember distinctly. Evangeline had nothing to drink
that night before the wedding. Oh, man, Ben. She had just started chemo therapy a week
prior. I only learned of this all recently, myself. Ben, Evangeline had cancer. She passed away
two weeks ago. I am so sorry to have to tell you this over email. Although, I know that you
would rather it be this way.
I would venture to say that this is actually why Mrs. Charles was inconsolable that day
rather than Evie’s being Best Woman. Freud was wrong about a lot of things, but he was
probably right about Projection. And I feel compelled to say, given what you said about the
body being no less than the soul, that it seems the soul is no less than the body. I don’t know
what is going on either. But it seems quite real. There is something to the spirit, Ben. Please,
Ben. Call me.
Ben sees Evangeline. She’s bathed in moonlight, and he feels a chill at the
absence of her warmth. He closes his eyes, feels the temperature change,
knows that she’s back. But blue-silver turns to orange, and the heat is mainly
on his eyes.
He awakes through a parade of half-remembered dreams, hazy light, and
ideas of what he would do tomorrow, before he even starts this morning. No
longer marching in the band, or was he driving the Fire truck, he slides to the
curb, a spectator. The dreams march on, and soon they leave him, or he them,
until silence and a dissipating haze of light are about him. A snore to his left,
he thinks of the smokestack on his rig—starting up; six hundred miles tomorrow.
He’s decided. He won’t be taking his rig tomorrow. He’ll be taking his car
today. He hasn’t seen Boston for some time; at least, not really, not at a human
pace. This time he will. Gently pushing her to wake her up, “Ashleigh, we have
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to talk.” She stirs, unhappily. Something flashes across the room. Oh, it wasn’t a
Fire truck, it was an Ambulance.
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